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Abstract

This studysoughtto providefurtherevidenceof the validity of automated,or computer-based,
scoresof complexperformanceassessments,
suchasdirecttestsof writing skill thatrequireexamineesto
constructresponses
ratherthanselectthem from a setof multiple choices.While severalstudieshave
examinedagreementbetweenhumanscoresandautomatedscoringsystems,only a few haveprovided
evidenceof therelationshipof automatedscoresto other,independentindicatorsof writing skill. This
studyexaminedrelationshipsof eachof two setsof GraduateRecordExaminations(GREY Writing
Assessment
scores-- thosegivenby humanratersandthosegeneratedby e-rater(the systembeing
researched
for possibleapplicationin a varietyof assessments
thatrequirenaturallanguageresponses)
-to severalindependent,nontestindicatorsof writing skill, suchasacademic,outside,andperceived
success
with writing.
Analysesrevealedsignificant,but modest,correlations
betweenthe nontestindicatorsandeachof
the two methodsof scoring.That automatedandhumanscoresexhibitedreasonablysimilarrelationswith
the nontestindicatorswastakenasevidencethatthe two methodsof scoringreflect similaraspectsof
writing proficiency.Theserelationswere,however,somewhatweakerfor automatedscoresthanfor
scoresawardedby humans.

Keywords:Writing assessment,
writing skills,GraduateRecordExaminations(GRE@),validity,
automatedscoring,essayscoring
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Introduction
As measuresof writing skill, so-called “direct” assessments(i.e., those that require examinees to
produce a sample of writing) are usually favored over indirect measures(i.e., those that survey writers’
knowledge of particular writing conventions). This preference results, presumably, from the fact that the
writing skills of most interest -- the ability to sustaina well-focused, coherent discussion,for example -are displayed only in direct assessments,not in their less direct counterparts.Despite this capability, direct
measuresare not always used becausethey suffer from at least one unmistakable limitation: Whereas
indirect measuresyield answers(e.g., multiple-choice selections)that are easily scored by machine, the
responsesto direct assessments(e.g., extended, natural-languageessays)typically require more laborintensive, and therefore expensive, evaluation efforts.

One hope for reducing the costsassociatedwith direct assessmentsof writing comes from efforts
by computational linguists to evaluate essaysautomatically by using computer-assistedmethods.
Although this research can be traced back at least 30 years (e.g., Daigon, 1966; Page, 1966, 1968),
automated scoring has, to our knowledge, yet to be fully implemented (i.e., used to the exclusion of
human readers’) in any major high-stakestesting program. And perhapsit never will, for it is difficult to
envision how a computer could ever judge all of the qualities that constitute effective writing. At least one
major writing test, however -- the Graduate Management Admission Council’s (GMAC) Analytical
Writing Assessment-- usesboth automated and human scoringin combination. For this assessment,each
examinee essay is scoredboth automatically and by one human reader (instead of by two human readers,
as has been the tradition for most high-stakeswriting assessments).

Reactions to the Automated Scoring:of Essays
There is little disagreementabout the computer’s ability to produce evaluations of writing that are,
unlike those provided by human readers, always highly reliable. As has been noted (Schwartz, 1998, for
example), computersare not subject to any of the traits or conditions, such as impatience or fatigue, that
render human evaluators less than perfectly consistentover time. Moreover, if programmed in the same
way, different computers will, unlike their human counterparts,virtually always agree exactly with one
another.

There is, however, considerably more contention about the validity of automated essay scoring
(Murray, 1998; Labi, 1999; Scott, 1999). Some critics have argued that automated scoring tends to focus
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on the writer’s grammar and use of the conventions of standardwritten English. Therefore, the argument
goes, direct assessmentsbased on these methodsof evaluation are no more informative than assessments
employing less direct multiple-choice questions(DeLoughry, 1995; Mitchell, 1998). If true, these beliefs
suggestthat automated scoresmay, in the parlance of test validation, underrepresentimportant aspectsof
the constructof interest -- writing proficiency (Messick, 1989). It is likely, therefore, that if automated
scoring methods are to be accepted widely, compelling evidence will be needed to supporttheir use, for
the way in which an assessmentis evaluated is an integral aspectof its constructvalidity (Messick, 1995).
The goal of the researchdescribed here was to provide further evidence of the validity of automated
scoresgeneratedby one specific computer-basedmethod, e-rater, the systembeing researchedfor
possible application in a variety of assessmentsthat require natural language responses.

RelevantResearch

Agreement Between Automated and Human Scores
Despite the diverse opinions about automated scoring, steady progresshas been made in
developing methods to analyze natural languageresponses.Moreover, these methods have now
undergone several evaluations to assesstheir accuracy. Thus far, however, most of these studieshave
focused on agreement -- that is, the correspondencebetween automated scoresand those assignedby
trained human readers.For example, Petersen( 1997) reported that Page’s automated scoring method
(Page & Petersen, 1995) was able to generate scoresthat agreed strongly, but not perfectly, with those
awarded by human readers. Petersen’s investigation focused on expository essayswritten by prospective
teachersfor a teacher certification program, the Praxis Series: Professional Assessmentsfor Beginning
TeachersTM.The results revealed a median correlation of .65 between pairs of human readers, while the
median correlation between computer scoresand human scoreswas .72. That is, the computer exhibited
greater agreement with human readersthan human readersdid with one another. For another set of essays
that required the discussionof an issue,the same researchersalso found the correlation between
automated and human readers’ scores(r = .75) to be as strongas the correlation between pairs of human
readers.Again, however, it should be noted that none of the relationships-- neither between human
readers,nor between automated and human readers -- was perfect.

Similar results have been found in other studies.For example, using an alternative (i.e., non-erater) model of automated scoring to analyze the teacher certification essaysstudied by Page and
Peterson (1995), Kaplan, Wolff, Burstein, Lu, Rock, and Kaplan (1998) were able to replicate Page and
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Peterson’s results. More recent researchon the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT@) has
demonstratedcomparable results for essayswritten by applicantsto graduate schoolsof management
(Burstein, Braden-Harder, Chodorow, Hua, Kaplan, Kukich, Lu, Nolan, Rock, & Wolff, 1998). Using the
e-rater model, the latter study examined each of the two different kinds of essays(“discussan issue”and
“analyze an argument”) that are used on the GMAT writing assessment.Finally, again using the e-rater
model, comparable levels of agreement have been found between automated scoresand scoresby human
raters for essayswritten by nonnative speakersof English for the Test of Written English, a test designed
to assessthe writing skills of international students(Burstein & Chodorow, 1999). The correlation was
.69, and the percent of matchesthat were exact or within one point of one another reached 92% (chance
agreement was 44%).

RelationshinsWith Other Criteria
In addition to studiesof the agreement between human raters and automated scoring systems,a
few studieshave provided evidence of the relationship of automated scoresto other important criteria. For
instance, for both Praxis Series essaysand essaysbased on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE@)
Writing Assessment,Petersen (1997) reported correlations with several other independent variables. For
Praxis essays,the correlations of automated scoreswith scoresfrom other subtestsin the Praxis Series
(reading, mathematics, and writing based on editing and error recognition tasks) were .39, .30, and .47,
respectively. The correspondingcorrelations for scoresassignedby human readers were .43, .36, and .45.
For GRE essays,the correlations with GRE verbal, quantitative, and analytical scoreswere 26, .13, and
.24, respectively, for automated scores,and .33, .16, and .26, respectively, for human readers. That human
and automated scoresrelate in a similar manner to other variables suggeststhat both may reflect similar
constructs.

In another effort, Landauer, Laham, Rehder, and Schreiner (1997) used latent semantic analysis
(Landauer, Foltz, Laham, 1998) to evaluate studentessays.Both automated scoresand human scoreswere
related to an external criterion consistingof a short-answertest covering writers’ understandingof the
essay topic. The correlation with performance on the criterion test was .70 for human raters and .81 for
automated scores.

From the preceding discussionit is clear that there is some evidence, albeit limited, comparing
the relationships of human and automated scoresto other, independent indicators of writing skill. The aim
of the study reported here was to generate more suchevidence.
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Method

Descrintion of the GRE Writing Assessment
The GRE Writing Assessmentis designedto measureexaminees’ability to:

l

articulate complex ideas clearly and effectively

0

examine claims and accompanyingevidence

0

supportideas with relevant reasonsand examples

0

sustaina well-focused, coherent discussion

l

control the elements of standardwritten English

The assessmentconsistsof two writing tasks:a 45-minute “issue”task that requires examinees to present
their perspective on an issue, and a 30minute “argument” task that requires them to analyze an argument.
The prompt for the issuetask statesan opinion on an issue of general interest and askstest takers to
addressthe issue from any perspective(s) they wish, providing relevant reasonsand examples to explain
and supporttheir views. The prompt for the argument task presentsan argument and requires test takers to
critique it, discussinghow well reasonedthey find it, rather than simply agreeing or disagreeingwith the
position expressedin the argument. The two tasksare intended to complement one another: One requires
test takers to constructtheir own argumentsby making claims and providing evidence to supporta
position; the other requires the critique of someoneelse’s argument. More detail about the GRE Writing
Assessmentand how it is scored is available at http://www.gre.org/twotasks.html as well as in Schaeffer,
Fowles, & Brie1 (in press).

Description of E-Rater
The focus of our study was e-rater, the automated scoring system that has been developed to
evaluate test takers’responsesto essayquestions,like those that constitute the GRE Writing Assessment.
In brief, e-rater usesnatural language processingtechniquesto model the performance of human
evaluators. For each essay prompt, a sample of essaysis selectedto represent the complete range of
possible scores.The system is then “trained” on these sample essays,which have been previously scored
by human readers.

In its attempt to model human readers, e-rater first usesseveral subroutinesto extract a wide
variety of features from test takers’essays.These features are then used in combination to predict the
scoresthat were assignedpreviously by human readers to the essaysin e-rater’s training sample.
Currently, ordinary least squareslinear regressionanalysisis used to select, in a stepwise fashion, the set
of features that best predicts these scores.

In total, 50-60 features are “extractable” from test takers’essays,but in practice only a subsetof
the most predictive features, usually about 8 to 12, is retained and used for each essayprompt. The
features that e-rater usesare required to be predictive of human readers’scores,but they must also have
some correspondenceto the characteristicsthat human readers are trained to consider when scoring
essays.That is, they must be related to the qualities or features -- coherence, for example, that are
emphasized in the GRE Writing Assessmentscoring guide. The least squaresregressionweights for these
predictors are applied to each new essay to estimate a score, which is rounded to the nearest integer from
0 to 6 in order to place it on the scale usedby human readers.

E-rater’s focus is on three general classesof essayfeatures:

0

structure-- indicated by the syntax of sentences

0

organization -- indicated by various rhetorical features that occur throughout extended
discourse

0

content -- indicated by prompt-specific vocabulary

Structural characteristicsinclude syntactic variety -- that is, the use of various structuresin the
arrangementof phrases,clauses,and sentences.This category also includes such features as the number
of subjunctive modal auxiliary verbs (would, could, should, might, may), the prevalence of infinitive
clauses,and the incidence of subordinateclauses.

E-rater evaluates test takers’ ability to organize their ideas by extracting a variety of rhetorical
features -- that is, characteristicsthat are associatedwith the orderly presentationof ideas. Of special
interest here are cue words, or terms that signal where an argument begins and how it is developed. (In
this case, when we say “argument,” we mean any rational presentationthat usesreasonsor examples to
persuadethe reader.) For example, terms such as in summaryand in conclusionare used for summarizing,
words like certainly and presumably are usedto expressopinions or beliefs, and other words or phrases
signal still other aspectsof an argument. In short, e-rater looks for linguistic clues -- such as transitional
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words or logical connectionsbetween sentencesand clauses-- that signify analytical or well-ordered
thinking.

By means of topical analyses,e-rater also considersan essay’s content -- that is, prompt-specific
vocabulary. These analysesare predicated on the assumptionthat, compared with essaysthat are poorly
written, well-written essaystend to use more precise and specialized topic-related vocabulary. The
expectation is that, with respect to the words they contain, better essayswill bear a greater resemblanceto
other good essaysthan to poorer ones. Weak essays,on the other hand, will be similar to other weak
essays.Acting on this assumption,e-rater evaluateseach essayand assignsa score basedon the similarity
of its content to samplesof previously scoredessays.

Besides evaluating an essay’s content as a whole, e-rater also considersan essay’s content
argument-by-argument. The rationale is that additional information can be extracted about an essay’s
content by examining clustersof word groupings,in this case individual arguments.In a manner similar
to that used for essaysas a whole, a content score is assignedto each argument on the basis of how well
an essay’s argumentsmatch the content of essaysscoredpreviously by human readers.

The final step is to use all of the features that e-rater extracts (or rather, the values that it assigns
to these features) to predict the scoresassignedby human readers. A model -- that is, a set of features that
is most predictive of human readers’scores-- is specified for each essayprompt. The set is generally
somewhat different for each prompt. More detail about how e-rater functions is available in a number of
reports that can be downloaded from the following Web site: http://www.ets.org/research/erater.html.See
also Burstein et al. (1998).

Data Source
The analysesreported here are basedon data collected for two previously reported studiesof the
GRE Writing Assessment(Powers, Fowles, & Welsh, 1999; Schaeffer, Fowles, & Briel, in press). For
these earlier studies,more than 2,000 prospective graduate studentswere recruited from 26
geographically diverse colleges and universities. Each of these participantscomposed two GRE essaysat
a test center. Half of the group wrote one issueand one argument essay, and the other half wrote either
two issueor two argument essays.Each participant also provided other kinds of information -- referred to
as nontest indicators -- about their writing skills. These nontest indicators, which served as validity
criteria, included:

two samplesof writing prepared for undergraduatecourse assignments-- one piece (“Sample
X”) that was typical of their writing and another (“Sample Y”) that was of somewhat lower
quality2 -- each scoredon a 1 to 6 scale
self-evaluations of writing ability (in comparisonto peers)
self-reported grades in undergraduatecoursesthat required considerablewriting
self-reported, documentableaccomplishmentsin writing (e.g., publishing a letter to the
editor, authoring a paper for a professional meeting, etc.)
self-reported successwith various kinds of writing (e.g., researchpapers, persuasivewriting,
etc.) and with various processes of writing (e.g., organizing, drafting, and editing/revising)

Correlations among these various criteria were quite modest, suggestingthat each reflects a
somewhat different aspectof a more general constructof writing proficiency. Of course, each is also less
than perfectly reliable, with reliability estimates(and method of estimation) as follows:

0

.19 for self-evaluations of writing ability (test-retest)

0

.40 for a single writing sample (57 for two) (correlation between samples)

0

.63 for reports of successwith various kinds of writing (test-retest)

0

.7 1 for reports of successwith various processes of writing (test-retest)

0

.84 for reports of accomplishmentsin writing (internal consistency)

Complete and usable data were available for approximately 1,700 of the study participants. More detail -such as information about reliability calculationsfor each of the nontest indicators and how the courserelated writing sampleswere evaluated -- is available in Powers et al. (1999).

Procedures
Our databasecontained 101 to 149 essaysfor each of 20 argument prompts and 20 issueprompts
that were administered to the sample. Two trained human readers had scoredeach of these essays
previously. A major task for the current study was to generate for each essay in the databasean e-rater
score to accompany the scorespreviously assignedby human readers. However, to date, it has been
deemed necessaryto base e-rater’s training on at least 250 essaysfor each essay prompt -- about twice as
many as were available for our study. In order to deal with the lack of sufficient training data, two
alternative procedureswere implemented.

First, we developed general training models that were not specific to individual prompts. To
implement this strategy, we pooled all issueessays,regardlessof the particular prompts on which they
were written, and all argument essays,again regardlessof prompts. Next, we developed a single, more
general model for each of these two kinds of prompts. This procedure seemedreasonable, as the promptspecific models developed to date have tended to use many of the same features. Thus, the quality of erater scoreswould not degrade significantly, we hoped, by using models that weren’t tailored precisely to
each prompt.

Second, in order to improve the stability of our results and to guard against overfitting the data,
we also employed a jackknife technique to make maximum use of the number of essaysavailable. For
each prompt, a model was developed on the basisof n-l of the essayswritten for the prompt, and based
on this model, an e-rater score was computed for the remaining essay. This procedure was repeated n
times for each essay prompt in order to get an e-rater score for each essay. Similarly, a score was
obtained for each essay written for each of the other prompts.

Results

Interreader Agreement
The correlation between individual human readers was 235for issueessaysand 23 for argument
essays.Across all prompts, pairs of human readers agreed very highly with one another -- exactly 68% of
the time, and either exactly or within one point of one another 99% of the time. Scores basedon e-rater
general models agreed exactly with individual human readers48% of the time, and exactly or within one
point 94% of the time. The comparable statisticsfor agreementbetween prompt-specific jackknife scores
and human reader scoreswere virtually identical (48% and 93%). To put these agreement rates into
perspective, the “generic” baseline chance agreementon a six-point scale, such as the one on which GRE
essaysare scored, is 17% (exact) and 44% (exact or within one point). Chance rates for each pair of data
setswould be somewhat higher if we assumethat readers mimic the true distribution of essay scores.

Because GRE Writing Assessmentscoresare basedon one issue and one argument essay,the
remaining results have been restricted to a sample of approximately 900 study participantswho wrote one
essay for each of these two kinds of prompts. For this sample, the correlation between scoresassignedby
human readers (summed over four readersin all, two for each essay) and e-rater jackknife scores
(summed over two jackknife scores,one for each essay) was .74. The correlation between human reader
scoresand e-rater general model scores(summed over two general model scores,one for each essay) was
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.73. The correlationbetweene-rater scoresbasedon generalmodelsandthosebasedon thejackknife
methodwas.82.
Correlationswith NontestIndicators
E-rater scoresbasedon thejackknifemethodandthe generalmodelsborevery similarpatternsof

correlationswith the nontestindicators-- aswouldbe expectedon thebasisof the strongrelationbetween
scoresfrom the two methods.Becausea somewhatgreaternumberof scoreswasavailablefor the
jackknife method,we presentdatahereonly for thatmethod.(Resultsbasedon the generalmodelsare
availablefrom the authors,asareanalysesbasedon the smallernumbersof participantswho wroteeither
two issueessaysor two argumentessays,whichyieldedgenerallysimilar,althoughslightlylower,
patternsof correlations.)
Table 1 displayscorrelationsof GRE Writing Assessment
scores(i.e., the averageof scoreson
the issueandargumentessays)with participants’
statuson eachof the nontestindicatorsof writingfor
whichinformationwascollected.Correlationsaregivenfor eachof severalcombinationsof humanand
automatedscores.As foundearlier(Powerset al., 1999),performanceon the GRE Writing Assessment
(asevaluatedby trainedhumanreaders)correlatesmodestlywith eachof severalnontestindicatorsof
writing proficiency.3Correlationcoefficientsarehighestfor a criterionbasedon samplesof students’
undergraduate
writing, andweakestfor a criterionbasedon students’
reportsof their writing-related
accomplishments.
With oneexception,e-rater scorescorrelatedslightlylessstronglywith eachof the
nontestcriteriathandid the scoresassignedby humanreaders.Using a testfor the differencebetween
correlatedcorrelations(Meng, Rosenthal,& Rubin, 1992),we foundthe differencesto be statistically
significantat the .05 level or beyondfor at leasthalf of the indicators.The rank orderof correlationswith
the nontestindicatorswassimilarfor e-rater andhumanscoring,andthe mediancorrelationoverall
indicatorswasnearlythe samefor e-rater @ = .16) andhumanscores(_r= .lS). That is, the indicatorsthat
relatemost(or least)stronglyto humanscoresalsorelatemost(or least)stronglyto e-rater scores.
Finally, andpotentiallyof mostsignificance,we notethatwhene-rater scoresarecombinedwith those
from humanreaders(regardless
of whetheroneor two humanreadersareemployed),thereis relatively
little decrementin validity,relativeto estimatesbasedsolelyon two humanreaders.
Thereare severalpossiblereasonswhy e-rater’s performanceis below thatof its human
counterparts.
For instance,the lowercorrelationsmay be partlya functionof e-rater scoresbeing
somewhatlessvariablethanthe scoresassignedby humanreaders.While the meansfor humanscores
ande-rater scoresareapproximatelythe same(3.8 vs. 3.7 for issueessays,and3.3 vs. 3.3 for argument
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Table 1
Correlationsof GRE Writing Assessment
Scoreswith NontestIndicators
of Writing Skill, for Human and Automated Scoring

Indicator
Writing samples(readers’grades)’
GPA in writingcourses2
Self comparisonwith peers3
Successwith variouskindsof writing4
GPA overall
Successwith writingprocesses5
GPA in majorfield
Writing samples(professors’grades)6
Accomplishments
(log)7

One human Two human
reader#
readers
.31
.29
.24
.22
.18
.17
.12
.13
.06

.38
.34
.29
.26
.20
.20
.I4
.16
.07

One human Two human
readerand readersand
E-rater

e-rater

e-rater

.24
.27
.I7
.16
.17
.13
.13
.12
.09

.33
.33
.25
.23
.20
.18
.15
.15
.08

.36
.34
.27
.25
.21
.19
.15
.16
.08

’ Two samplesof undergraduate
writinggradedby trainedessayreaders
2 GPA in undergraduate
coursesthatrequireda “considerable”
amountof writing
3 Comparisonof writingwith peersin majorfield of study(well below averageto well aboveaverage)
4 Reportedsuccess
in collegecourses(not at all successful
to extremelysuccessful)
with variouskindsof
writing (e.g.,personalwriting,persuasivewriting,analysis/criticism,
essayexams,etc.)
5 Reportedsuccess
(not at all to extremely)with variouswritingprocesses
(e.g., organizingideasand
revising)
6 Gradesgivenby professors
to the undergraduate
writing samplesevaluatedin this study
7 Reportedaccomplishments
in writing (e.g.,publishinga letterto the editor,writing technicalmanualsor
otherinstructionalmaterial,authoringor co-authoringan articlepublishedin a scholarlyjournal,etc.)
#Mediancorrelationovertwo individualreaders
Note. Correlationsarebasedon as of 721 to 890. With n = 800, correlationsof approximately.07 are
significantat the .05 level; correlationsof about.09 aresignificantat the .Ol level. Between-correlation
differences(e-rater versustwo humans)of approximately.05 and.07 aresignificantat the .05 and.Ol levels,
respectively,usinga testfor differencesbetweencorrelatedcorrelations.
All testsweretwo-tailed.
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essays),the standarddeviationsare slightlylargerfor humanreaderscoresthanfor e-rater scoresfor both
issue(1.1 vs.0.9) andargumentessays(1.Ovs. 0.8). An examinationof scoredistributions(AppendixA)
confirmedthat,ashasbeenknown,e-rater tendsto awardfewer scoresthatare eithervery high or very
low, whencomparedto thoseassignedby humanreaders.Had we scalede-rater scoresto havethe same
variationasscoresfrom humanreaders,the differencesbetweene-rater’s andhumanreaders’correlations
with the nontestcriteriawould,predictably,havebeensomewhatsmaller.
Table 2 displaysthe meanandstandarddeviationby level of performanceon the GRE Writing
Assessment
for eachof the mostpredictablenontestindicators.Also shown,by level of performanceon
the GRE Writing Assessment,
arethe percentages
of participantsat selectedlevelswithin indicators(for
example,the proportionwith GPAsof A+ in writingcoursesandthe percentagewhosewriting samples
receivedthe highestscoresof 5 or 6). Figuresl-9 graphicallydepictthe datagiven in Table 2. As canbe
seen,meanstandingfor eachof the nontestindicatorsgenerallyincreaseswith eachhigherlevel of
performanceon the GRE Writing Assessment.
The progression
is relativelysimilarregardlessof the
methodof scoringused.It is alsoclearfrom thesegraphs,however,thatinconsistencies
betweenhuman
ande-rater scoresaremostprominentat the upperandlower endsof the GRE Writing Assessment
scale.

Discussion

Severalresearcheffortshavedemonstrated
a strongrelationshipbetweenhumanandautomated
scores,thusimplyingthe validity of computer-generated
scores.This implication,however,is basedon
the assumption
that scoresassignedby humanreadersarethemselvesvalid, andthatthey can,therefore,
serveasthe “goldstandard”
againstwhichto validateautomatedscoring.The view takenhereis thatby
usingthis standard,mostpreviousstudieshaveprovidedonly an indirecttestof the validity of automated
scoring.Althoughunlikely perhaps,it is possiblethathumanandautomatedscorescouldbothbe based,
at leastin part,on featuresthatarenot entirelyrelevantto goodwriting.Ratherthanattestingto the
validity of automatedscoring,substantial
correlations
betweenhumanandautomatedscoresmight
insteadreflectthe sharingof largelyirrelevantvariation.For earlyautomatedsystems,onesuchfeature
was,possibly,essaylength-- that is, the numberof total wordsin an essay.(E-rater doesnot usethis
feature.)Shownto relatestronglyto humanreaders’evaluations,essaylengthwasan influentialfeaturein
somesystems(Petersen,1997),eventhoughits relevanceto goodwriting hasbeenquestioned(Arden
Albee,personalcommunication,January11, 1999).4
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Table 2
Performance on Nontest Indicators of Writing by GRE Writing AssessmentScore Level
for Human Scoring, E-Rater Scoring, and Both Combined

3.3 (1.0)
3.4 (0.9)
3.2 (1.1)

GRE Writing AssessmentScore Level
3.25
4.0
4.75
Mean (SD)
3.4 (1.3)
3.7 (1.1)
4.0 (1.0)
4.4 (1.0)
3.7 (1.1)
4.1 (1.1)
3.5 (1.2)
4.3 (1.0)
3.7 (1.1)
4.1 (1.0)
3.4 (1.2)
4.4 (0.9)
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5.3 (1.2)
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Comparison with peers
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Writing sample X

Two human readers(H)
E-rater (E)
Both H & E
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23
22
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42
39
41

69
29
67

Writing sample Y

Two human readers(H)
E-rater (E)
Both H & E

5
6
5

8
8
10

27
25
26

37
32
42

GPA in writing courses

Two human readers(H)
E-rater (E)
Both H & E

5
13
0

15
17
15

42
47
48

67
45
68

Comparison with peers

Two human readers (H)
E-rater (E)
Both H & E

30
53
27

58
49
56

81
76
82

86
95
90

143/136/l 12

38/20/20

Nontest indicators

Scoring method

Writing sample X

Two human readers (H)
E-rater (E)
Both H & E

Writing sample Y

N human/N e-rater@ both

1.5

43117123

Note. Ns range from 835 to 888 for the various indicators.
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Percent top scores(5 or 6)
22
31
24
38
23
34
16
18
17

23
24
25
Percent A+
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23
30
21
33
Percent above average
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76
67
75
66
75
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Figure 1: Relationship Between GRE Writing AssessmentScores and Undergraduate GPAs in Courses
Requiring Writing, by Method of Scoring
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Figure 2: Relationship Between GRE Writing AssessmentScores and Course-Related Writing Samples,
by Method of Scoring
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Figure 3: Relationship Between GRE Writing AssessmentScores and Course-Related Writing Samples,
by Method of Scoring
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Figure4: Performanceon Course-Related
Writing Samplesby GRE Writing Assessment
Level, as
Gradedby Two HumanReaders
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Figure5: Performanceon Course-Related
Writing Samplesby GRE Writing Assessment
Level, as
Gradedby E-Rater
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Figure6: Performanceon Course-Related
Writing Samplesby GRE Writing Assessment
Level, as
Gradedby Two HumansandE-Rater
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Figure8: Self-Comparisonwith Peersby Performanceon GRE Essays,by Method of Scoring
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Figure9: GPA in Writing Coursesby Performanceon GRE Essays,by Method of Scoring
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The results of the study reported here suggestthat automated scores,at least those generatedfrom
one particular scoring system (e-rater), do relate modestly to a number of indicators of writing skill.
Moreover, they do so in a fashion that is reasonably similar to the relationshipsof these indicators to
scoresassignedby human readers. The relationshipsnoted for automated scoreswere, however,
somewhat weaker than those detected for scoresfrom human readers. The weaker relationshipsnoted for
automated scoresmay be due to several factors, including:

0

e-rater’s failure to focus (to the same degree as human readers) on the features of writing that
are reflected in the various nontestindicators

0

e-rater’s tendency to assignless variable (i.e., more intermediate and fewer extreme) scores
than human readers

0

0

e-rater’s reliance on specific, individual features, instead of on more general (and possibly
more stable) dimensionsor factors
our use (in this study) of less-than-optimaldata on which to train e-rater

Continuing research on e-rater may help to overcome the limitations imposed by each of these
factors. The correlations of e-rater scoreswith the validation criteria we have considered might, for
example, be raised by:

0

supplementinge-rater models with additional essayfeatures

l

exploring the dimensionality of e-rater features in order to derive clustersof features (factors)
that are more stable/reliable (and hence more predictive) than individual features

0

employing fully adequatedata5on which to specify e-rater scoring models

0

considering interactions among the features on which e-rater basesits scores

0

investigating alternative ways of scaling e-rater scoresso as to improve their discrimination

0

using multiple models (or different models at different score levels), for example, employing
different setsof features to predict high scoresthan low ones

We suggestalso that another avenue worthy of further considerationis the use of general e-rater
models, as opposedto prompt-specific ones, as our use of general models in this study did not seem to
degrade e-rater’s performance as much as we anticipated it might. On one hand, the use of a single,
general model could render any writing assessmentmore susceptibleto coaching or to other attemptsto
outwit e-rater. However, this disadvantagemay be outweighed from the viewpoint of test validity and
generalizability, as the use of a common model for more than a single prompt would signify that that the
same features are valued regardlessof the particular prompt.
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Additionalresearchis presentlycontinuingon alternativemethodsof selectingandcombiningthe
essayfeaturesthate-rater extracts.For example,besidesthe useof ordinaryleastsquares
regression
analysis,consideration
is beinggivento non-linearregression
methods,alternativeclassification
techniques(e.g., tree-based
regression),andprocedures
thatemployneuralnets.Eachof thesetechniques
couldincreasethe validity of e-rater scores.
For now, however,we mustsettlefor the evidencegeneratedhere,which suggests
the potentialof
automatedscoresas(valid) indicatorsof prospectivegraduatestudents’
writing skills,especiallywhen
theycanbe combinedwith scoresprovidedby at leastonehumanreader.It is our hopethatresearchwill
continueon the developmentandimprovementof automatedscoringmethods,andthatimprovedversions
of systemslike e-rater will undergoevaluationof the kind we haveundertakenhere,aswell asother
kindsof scrutiny.Furtherresearchto probethe limits of automatedscoringseemsdesirable.A specific
focusmightbe identifyingthe kindsof essaysor writingstylesthat systemslike e-rater may undervalue,
aswell asthe onesthattheymay overrate.Furtherevidenceof this sortis necessary,
we believe,but
probablynot sufficient,if automatedscoresareto be acceptedby the publicandby the writingassessment
community.6
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Appendix A

Crosstabulationof E-Rater and Human Scores
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Crosstabulation
of E-Rater andHumanScores
HumanReaderScoreLevel
E-RaterScoreLevel

4-8

9-11

12- 14

15 - 17

18-20

21-24

Total

Percent exact
agreement

Percent exact or
adjacent agreement

21-24

0

0

0

1

9

10

20

50

95

18-20

0

0

8

37

70

21

136

51

94

15 - 17

1

8

27

84

44

5

169

50

92

12 - 14
9-11

15
17

88
32

215
31

136
2

17
2

2
0

473
84

45
38

93
95

4-8

10

5

2

0

0

0

17

59

88

Total

43

133

283

260

142

38

899

47

93

Percent exact
agreement

23

24

76

32

49

26

47

Percent exact or
adjacent agreement

63

94

96

99

87

82

93

Note. Entries for human readersare the sum of two readerseach for the argument and issue essays;for e-rater, entries are twice
the sum of e-rater scoresfor the two essays.

Endnotes

’ Professor Art Young (personal communication, January 11,200O) “chided” us mildly on our use of the
term “human readers” throughout this report. It struck Art as odd that we felt the need to describe people
who read and evaluate essaysas being “human,” so as to distinguishthem from computer or machine
readers. As Art pointed out, computersaren’t really readersat all, at least in the ordinary senseof the
word. We apologize, therefore (but only slightly!), for our use of this term, which in retrospectseems
even to us to be “computer-centric.”
2 A sample of lower quality was requestedbecausewe have found in previous researchthat studentstend
to submit the best samplesthat they can muster, not typical samples.Our request was intended to result in
a better representationof students’course-relatedwriting.
3 Correlation coefficients would, of course, have been significantly higher if we had corrected for
attenuationdue to criterion unreliability. We have chosen,however, to report uncorrected correlations
when making comparisonsbetween relations for e-rater and human scores.
4 Essay length, as reflected by the total words in an essay,is a simple enough concept. However, the
import of the number of words in an essay is open to debate. On one hand, essay length may representthe
in-depth development of cogent ideas; on the other hand, it may merely reflect extraneouspalaver.
5 We note here that for two of the 40 essayprompts consideredin this study, we did, as a result of a
separatedata collection effort, have a sufficient number of essayson which to train e-rater.
Consequently, it made senseto see if e-rater scoresfor these two prompts -- one argument prompt and
one issueprompt -- bore strongercorrelations with the nontest indicators than did scoresfrom other
prompts for which less training data were available. This examination was, however, inconclusive: The
correlations with nontest indicators were somewhat higher for these prompts for some, but not all, of the
indicators. However, the correlations of human scoreswith the indicators were also higher for these
prompts for several, but again not all, of the indicators. Thus, there was no clear evidence that the lack of
adequatetraining data dampened the correlationsbetween e-rater scoresand nontest indicators. Details
about these results are available from the authors.
6 As a teacher of writing, Art Young (personal communication, January 11,2000), for one, remains
unconvinced that the kind of evidence we have presentedwill be regarded as compelling by the public
and the writing community members whom he knows. In Art’s view, a critical shortcomingof automated
scoring methods is their inability to assesssuchaspectsof writing as a writer’s ability to connect with and
communicate to human readers. Moreover, the use of automated scoringmay contribute further to the
prevalence of “test-taking writing,” where the aim is to convince an evaluator of one’s ability to write in a
prescribedmanner (rather than in a way that communicateswith readers, challengesthem to think, or
inspiresthem to act). In this view, automated scoring may, therefore, further devalue writing as an act of
meaningful communication. These concernsare, of course, quite legitimate ones that, although beyond
the scopeof the study reported here, must be addressed.
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